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Dedicated to the memory of Professor Giinter Wassermann
Recommendations are given for the type and quantity of X-ray measurements of
interplanar spacings on different peaks required to evaluate the residual stress (RS)
state within materials having strongly preferred orientations as a result of cold
rolling. The variation of RS I and of RS II with depth from the surface can be
determined by measuring on new surfaces obtained by etching several layers from
both sides of the specimens and by measuring small thin specimens taken from
different parts of the cross-section. Additional measurements by the etchingdeflection method show the variation of RS I. Here RS II is understood as the mean
value of the stresses of those crystallites which contribute to the measurement after
subtraction of RS I. The results obtained on a cold rolled thin steel strip show
variation with depth of RS II only.

KEY WORDS: Residual stresses, ODF analysis, sin2 p law, cold rolled steel.

INTRODUCTION
The principle of X-ray stress evaluation (XSE) is based on the
measurement of interplanar spacings D(hkl of a particular set of
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Figure 1 Definition of angles and directions.

planes as a function of the angle p between the normals of the
lattice plane and the surface of the specimen (Hauk and Macherauch, 1982 and 1984; Hauk, 1987a). Figure 1 shows the parameters
which characterize the measuring directions i.e., angle p, azimuth
iF, rolling direction (RD), transverse direction (TD), normal
direction (ND) and the angle of the specimen cut. The residual
stresses

(RS) which are inherent in the material are divided into

RS I (macro-RS) and RS II + III (micro-RS) as stated by Macherauch et al. (1973), Wolfstieg and Macherauch (1976) and Kloos
(1979). Parts of the micro-RS are sometimes called deformation-RS
due to their origin (Hauk, 1982b). Figure 2 makes clear the
definition of the RS in case of a two phase material and shows the
formulae for the compensation of the RS over the cross-section of
the specimen and within the phases. The fact that only a part of
crystallites of one phase contribute to the interference line is taken
into consideration by the introduction of the averaged values (o) in
the XSE. In the following we understand RS II always as the X-ray
mean value of the stresses of those crystallites which contribute to
the measurement after subtraction of RS I. Whether this mean
value is to understand generally as the mean value of the phase or
as the mean value of some especially oriented crystallites is
depending on the kind of measurement and evaluation (see also
Hauk, 1955).
As many material states are fine grained and have statistically
distributed crystallites lattice spacing/strain vs. sin2 p dependencies
are linear. The RS are evaluated from these slopes using the X-ray
elastic constants

(XEC) which take into account the elastic

ani-
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Figare 2 Illustration of RSI, II, III in the case of a two phase material
schematically, formulae for compensation; P cross-section of the specimen; q,
(1- q) volume percentage of the phases; (o) X-ray mean values.

sotropy of the crystals (Hauk, 1982a and 1987a; Hauk and
Macherauch, 1982 and 1984). Materials having preferred orientations are characterized by the orientation distribution function
(ODF) (Bunge, 1965, Roe 1965) which shows the distribution of
crystallites with preferred orientations. They can mostly be described approximately by ideal orientations (Wassermann and
Grewen, 1962). Due to the elastic and plastic anisotropy resulting
from texture, in most cases non-linear D(hkl VS. sin2 p distributions
are observed with textured materials. In these cases the usual XSE
can not be employed.

POSSIBILITIES OF THE XSE IN THE CASE OF TEXTURED
MATERIALS
The different models of calculation considering the texture if RS I
or load stresses are present are shown in Table 1 (authors are
mentioned in the Table). In all these papers the elastic behaviour of
a single crystal was employed using the results of Glocker (1938),
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Schiebold (1938), M6ller and Martin (1939). To describe the
deformation of polycrystals in most cases the approximation of
Reuss (1929), homogeneous stress, and sometimes the approximation of Voigt (1928), homogeneous strain, or a combination of both
are used. The texture is described by ideal orientations, sometimes
taking into account the isotropic parts or by inverse polefigures or
by the ODF. In general all components have RS which are often a
combination of RS I + II and especially in textured materials
different oriented crystallite groups may have different RSII.
Therefore these models for evaluating RS which can not take into
account RS II often lead to false results.
A different way of XSE on materials having preferred orientations was introduced by Hauk et al., (1975) who proposed the use of
multiple reflections with high indices, involving more than one set
of planes when measuring steels. The result of measurements using
(732 + 651}-reflections of ferrite with Mo-radiation showed linear D
vs. sin2p dependencies which enabled the usual XSE. Recent
results (Hauk and Vaessen, 1983 and Hauk et al., 1985) confirmed
the procedure on a broad basis. Furthermore calculations (Hauk
and Vaessen, 1983) demonstrate that investigations on the {732 +
651}-peaks will have linear D vs. sin2 p distributions in the range
0-< sin2 p-< 0.5 if the texture, the elastic anisotropy of the singlecrystals and RS I are taken into consideration. The reasons for this
are the relative large penetration depth of the Mo-radiation and
especially the high multiplicity-factor of these planes so that many
differently oriented crystallite groups with commonly different RS II
contribute to the mean lattice strain. It should be remembered that
the result may consist of RS I and RS II also using the Mo-radiation
and measuring on (732 + 651}-peaks.
Another recently used possibility which has proved valuable is the
method of measuring the lattice strain in especially oriented groups
of crystallites. This method of XSE on textured materials was
applied to wires (Willemse et al., 1982 and Willemse and Naughthon, 1985) to cold rolled steels (Hauk and Vaessen, 1985; Hauk et
al., 1985; Pintschovius et al., 1987 and Feja et al., 1987) to cold
rolled nickel, aluminium- and copper-materials (Baron et al., 1987
and Hauk and Oudethoven, 1988) and to layers having electrolytefiber-textures (Baron and Hauk, 1988). Calculations on cold rolled
steels can be found in (Hauk et al., 1988).
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Figure 3 The strain formula of single crystals (Glocker, 1938; Schiebold 1938;
M611er and Martin 1939).

The conditions under which this last method may be used are as
follows" The texture can be described by ideal orientations, the
strain state of the crystal groups with preferred orientations must be
known very precisely, the measurement of the absolute lattice
spacings must be done exactly on many planes, the different
oriented crystallite groups are considered as being single crystals.
The planes which can be measured in RD and TD for each
crystallite group belong to a common zone respectively. The
p-angles under which the measurements should be done are those
where intensity poles of the appropriate ideal orientation occur. To
evaluate the RS the D-values are used at these p-angles and the
calculation is done by the single-crystal-equation (Glocker, 1938;
Schiebold, 1938; MSller and Martin, 1939), Figure 3. Figure 4
(Hauk, 1986) includes the equations in the case of principal stresses
o’1, 0"2, 0"3 in the specimen system given by RD, TD, ND of these
five important ideal orientations which are necessary to describe the
textures of iron, nickel, copper and brass. In most cases measurements in the RD and TD at the poles of the appropriate crystallite
groups are sufficient. The evaluation of the RS state can be
improved using all poles of the ideal orientation and taking into
account the quasi-isotropic part. Strain polefigures require a greater
effort even if they are worked out automatically and contain much
more information than needed simply to evaluate RS.

EVALUATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE RSI AND
RS II OVER THE CROSS-SECTI(N
The separation of the RS I + II is possible when measuring on two
or multiple phase materials having sufficient volumes in all phases
so that X-ray measurements are possible with necessary accuracy.
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Evaluatio of the distribution of RS and RS II on strips and sheets for a
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The RS distributions over the depth can be determined if measurements are done after stepwise etching off surface layers (Hauk and
Stuitje, 1985). The separation can be achieved also in quasi single
phase materials, i.e. materials which can be measured only in one
phase, if additional measurements are made on small very thin
specimens which can be considered free of RS I (Hauk, 1983, 1984,
1987b). Only the use of neutrons having a large penetration depth
because of their low attenuation factor allows a nondestructive
determination of RS I and RS II over the cross-section. (Pintschovius et al., 1987). In all cases a mechanical method--for example
the etching-deflection methodshould be used to determine the
distribution of RS I.
Figure 5 demonstrates in principle the method of the complete
determination of the distributions of RS I and RS II on strips and
sheets for a symmetrical RS I distribution. Two different sizes of
specimens are used for the X-ray and mechanical investigations. It
has to be checked whether the cutting of the specimens of different
sizes leads to relaxation of RS by different amounts. In most cases it
is sufficient to determine the sum of RS I + II as a function of depth
after etching off surface layers. To determine the distribution of
RS II it is necessary to make measurements on very thin specimens
which are taken from different parts of the cross-section. It is
obvious that thin specimens could have curved surfaces if there
were RS I in the material. Besides it has to be considered that there
also could be RS I in thin specimens. Therefore the thickness of
these specimens should be chosen as thin as possible. Taking the
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results of the measurements on compact specimens after etching on
both sides and the mentioned measurements on thin specimens
taken from different parts of the cross-section the amounts and
distributions of RS I and RS II can be determined. The results of
the mechanical method can be used to check the X-ray results. On
the other hand the mechanical method, etching-deflection method,
is a simple and relatively fast method to determine the RS I
distribution.

MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTS
The investigations were done on an 88% cold rolled steel strip,
0.26 mm thick. Table 2 contains the data of the chemical composition and of the strength. Figure 6 shows the microstructure. Figure
7 shows for example the intensity polefigure of {110} and the ODF
for a specimen after etching off 50/m. Additional measurements of
the texture on the surface and the above mentioned tests after
electrolytic etching off a 50/m thick surface layer have the
following result. There exists a typical rolling texture which does
not alter with depth from the surface and which can be approximately described by the three ideal orientations {211}(01i),
{lll}(2ii) and {100}(011) (Wassermann and Grewen, 1962). In
case of measuring on the {lll}(2ii) crystallite group the evaluation of the ODF shows that superimpositions with other crystallite
groups must be expected.
The X-ray measurements were carried out on four specimens
Table 2 Data of the chemical composition (in weight%) and of the

strength

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cu

AI

N2

0.076

0.044

0.51

0.013

0.015

0.03

0.051

0.0053

920

Rm

o

A

MPa
1015

1.0

1.2

s

HR 30T

%
82
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Figure 6 Microstructure of the strip tested, RD, etching with HNO 3, 10s.

sized 40 x 30 mm2 taken from a strip of dimensions 500 x 300 mm2,
Figure 8. HNO3 was used as an etching liquid. For the lattice strain
measurements by X-rays in RD and TD the following radiations
and peaks were used: Cr-K-(211) and (200), Fe-K-(220),
Cu-K-(222) and Mo-K-(732 +651). Figure 8 shows on which
surfaces of the specimens the measurements were taken and which
radiations were used. Two computer controlled W-diffractometers
were employed. The peaks of the K,l-KE-doublets were registered
using a single slit and the doublets were separated or the peaks were
symmetrized by computer after the backgound had been subtracted
(Hauk and Krug, 1983). To determine the exact peak position the
method of the centre of gravity was used with variation of the lower
intensity threshold from 0.55 to 0.8 of the maximum intensity. In all
cases other than measurements with Cr-radiation, a fl-filter was
used. Measurements were taken in the range -71.6-< p_-<71.6
except of measurements on the {200}-peak at p =0 using Crradiation. The calibration of both W-diffractometers was done using
stress free tempered Au and Fe powders so that the peak position
was independent of p within +0.01 in 20. For the mechanical tests
of the RS I determination two specimens of size 110 x 5 mm2 were
taken in RD and TD. The etching with HNO3 was done in steps of
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10-40/m on the front side and on the back side. The deflection was
measured after each etching step. From the measured deflections
the RS I were calculated according to Treuting and Read (1951).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
RS on the strip surface
In Figures 9 and 10 the distributions of D vs. sin2 p and intensity vs.
sin2 p are drawn for the peaks (211), {220), {222) and {732 + 651},
for RD and TD, determined on the surface of specimen 1. For
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Figare 9 Distributions of D vs. sin2 p and intensity vs. sin2 p for the peaks {211)
and {220} in RD and TD, specimen 1.
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Figare 10 Distributions of D vs. sin2 p and intensity vs. sin2 p for the peaks {222}
and {732 + 651} in RD and TD, specimen 1.

comparison of the results obtained from different reflections the
measured lattice spacings O(hkl were converted to D tx00. An error
bar of 5:0.01 in 20 demonstrating the accuracy of calibration is
drawn which allows the accuracy of the measurement to be
estimated. There are some void areas which mean that the peak
position could not be determined with the necessary accuracy
because of low intensity. The D vs. sinE p distributions of the {211}
peak show the typical non-linearity for cold rolled iron and steel. In
contrast to that the {732 + 651} peaks reveal linearity in RD and
TD. The distributions of the intensity show the position of the poles
of the indicated ideal orientations in most cases. The lattice
constant Do of the stress free state was determined by using filings.
The result was 0.286658 nm.
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Figure 11 Lattice distances of different planes {hkl} vs. sin2 p taken from Figures 9
and 10 for the three crystallite groups, RD and TD, specimen 1, extr. determined by
extrapolation.

The RS state on the surface was evaluated by using the crystallite
group method. In Figure 11 the lattice distances of the different
planes (hkl} taken from the Figures 9 and 10 for each of the three
ideal orientations are drawn for RD and TD. The two D-values at
sin2 1 were determined by extrapolation. As Figure 11 shows,
the measured results can be fitted by a linear or an elliptic
dependency. The deviations from the expected lines are small. To
calculate the RS the equations in Figure 4 and the compliances of
the single crystal according to Landolt B6rnstein (1979) were used.
The RS of the crystallite groups are compiled in Table 3. These
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Table 3 RS (in MPa) evaluated by the crystallite group method and by linear
regression analysis of the D vs. sinE distributions, specimen 1
crystallite group method

(211)(01i)

{100}(011)

linear regression analysis

{111}(2ii) Cr {211)

o

-218

-183

-185

-182 + 21

02 o

-211

-162

-221

-176 :l:

36

41

24

o

tr

Fe {220)

Cu (222)

Mo {732 +651)

-213 + 26

-162 + 13

-216 + 10

-166 +

-161 + 10

-161 + 7

results are compared with the values of RS obtained by linear
regression of the D vs. sin2p distributions using the XEC of a
mechanically isotropic polycrystalline material (Bollenrath et al.,
1967; Hauk and Macherauch, 1982). In contrast to the expectation
all data show good agreement within certain limits. It should be
emphasized that there is no physical argument for the used linear
regression. The linearity of the D vs. sin2 p distributions as a result
of measurements with Mo-radiation on the {732 +651} peaks has
the character of an averaging method because many orientations of
the crystallites contribute to the peaks.

Distribution of RSI and RS II over the cross-section
The determination of the RS I and RS II with depth from the
surface was done according to Figure 5. On the surface of the
specimens 2 and 3 the same measurements were performed as on
specimen 1, Figure 8. For example Figures 12 and 13 show the
distributions of the lattice spacings and the intensities vs. sin2 p of
the (211} and {732 + 651} peaks in RD and TD for two different
depths from the surface. The distributions of the intensities show no
significant alterations in comparison with Figures 9 and 10. The D
vs. sin2 p distributions of the {211}-peak show additional oscillations in RD. The D vs. sin2p dependencies of the {732 +651}peaks are no more linear.
It was checked by additional measurements on the other surfaces
of the specimens 1 and 2 with Cr-radiation on the {211} peak,
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for the

{211} peak in

Figure 8, whether the RS distributions are symmetrical. The D vs.
sinEp distributions are the same within the measuring accuracy.
Measurements with Cr-radiation on the specimens of both sizes
reveal that there is no difference in the relaxation of RS because of
the different sizes of the specimens for X-ray and mechanical
investigations. The mechanical RS tests prove that there are no RS I
in RD and in TD within an error of +15 MPa. To check the result
that there are no RS I within the cold rolled strip additional
measurements were made on a thin specimen, No 4, Figure 8. The
specimen No 4 was produced by etching the strip from one side
down to a thickness of 50/zm. It can be expected that a specimen of
a thickness of only 50/,m is free of RS I. All the results of D vs.
sinEp measurements on {211}, {220), {222} and {732+651)
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Figure 13 Distributions of D vs. sin2 and intensity vs. sin2 p for the {732 + 651}
peaks in RD and TD for two different depths z, specimen 2 and 3.

reflections are the same as on the surface of specimen 1. For
example the distributions of lattice spacing and intensity vs. sin2 p
of the {211} and the {732 + 651) peaks are shown in Figure 14. The
comparison with the distributions shown in Figures 9 and 10 exhibits
no differences. The same result was obtained for specimens 2 and 3,
Figure 8, as the measurements with Cr-radiation show. The
manifold results lead to the conclusion that the investigated steel
strip only is in the state of RS II.
The determination of RS in the different depths from the surface
was done in the same manner as on the surface of the specimen 1.
The RS tr-a and a2-a3 which have been evaluated according to the
preferred oriented crystallite group method have been drawn in
Figure 15 related to the three crystallite groups as a function of the
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Figure 14 Distributions of D vs. sin p and intensity vs. sin2 p for the peaks {211)
and {732 + 651} in RD and TD, specimen 4.

depth. The agreement between the results gained on the specimens
1 and 4 for the crystallite groups demonstrates again that RS II are
present. The RS in RD show agreement for all three crystallite
groups on the strip surface but there are differences in different
depths from the surface. The decrease of the compression RS II
with the depth from the surface is small for the values of the
{211}(01i) and {100}(011) and is large, approximately 160MPa,
for the (111}(2ii) crystallite group, an explanation may be the
above mentioned superimpositions of several ideal orientations. In
contrast, the compression RS II of all three crystallite groups
decreases in TD in the same manner.
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The determination of the RS components in the thickness
direction oa requires a knowledge of the exact interplanar spacing
of the stress free state Do. The values of oa shown in Figure 16 were
determined using the equations in Figure 4 with the value Do
0.286658 nm as measured on filings. Additionally Figure 16 shows
the variation of Do calculated with the assumption txa =0. The
values so determined have a total difference of 4.10 -s nm and the
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mean value differs from the value measured on filings by
3.10 -5 nm. Recognizing the errors of measurement and determination the conclusion will be taken that the variation of Do and 03
with the depth is not significant. The question whether there exists a
difference between the mean value and the value measured on
filings which may be influenced by the RS II is still open, but any
such difference is in the range of the measuring accuracy.
Figure 17 shows the variation of the RS with depth from the
surface of the values obtained by linear regression analysis of the D
vs. sin2 p distributions. The error bars characterize the accuracy of
the results. The variation of the so determined RS with depth shows
qualitative agreement with the variation shown in Figure 15.
Although the method of linear regression seems to be very common
to evaluate RS on textured materials, this method should be
employed only after careful checking and calibration by another
method.
As a new aspect is should be recognized that the D vs. sin2 p
distributions of the {732 + 651} reflections in TD are no longer
linear below the surface, so that a linear regression is no longer
applicable. The evaluation of the RS state on this steel strip, low
alloyed steel, high cold rolling reduction, small thickness of the strip
proves that only RS II are present. A statement that RS determined
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by linear regression of the D vs. sin2 p distributions on the
{732 + 651} peaks are of the I. kind (Maurer et al., 1987) should be
thoroughly checked by measurements on small thin specimens
and/or by the etching-deflection method.
The crystallite group method has proven useful to evaluate RS in
materials having strongly preferred orientations. Summarizing the
results of the crystallite group method and averaging the values of
the three crystallite groups show the following: On the surface of
the strip there are compression RS in RD and in TD of approximately -200 MPa. They decrease to the center of the strip in RD to
-110 MPa and in TD to -80 MPa. The RS variation in the first
layers could be verified in more detail but there is agreement with
similar results on textured nickel concerning the variation of RS II
(Hauk and Oudelhoven, 1988). The differences of the RS II within
the crystallite groups increase in the RD with depth from the
surface, the alterations in TD are small. At present there is only the
explanation that the compensation of the RS II takes place in those
regions which do not contribute to the diffraction intensity, i.e., at
the neighborhood of grain boundaries and/or grains of additional
phases (Hauk, 1982b). Nevertheless the existence of these RS II is
out of the question and it seems to be very interesting to investigate
their importance with regard to load of materials. It is valuable to
mention that the variation of RS and RD of the (732 + 651} peaks
is the same as the mean value for two crystallite groups, Figure 15
and 17.
With the aid of ODF texture and RS state of the material will be
better understood if the results of additional crystallite groups are
considered (Pintschovius et al., 1987). It is hoped to obtain a better
understanding of the states of RS in the different oriented crystallite
groups and their coupling and to calculate the mean value of RS
within the material taking into account the volume content of each
crystallite group.

CONCLUSION
To summarize, the following items are stated and the following
procedure recommended:
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-X-ray and neutron diffraction methods determine the sum
RS I + II (macro- and micro- RS).
-Lattice planes with high indices, also multiple reflections may
show linear D vs. sin2 p dependencies.
The separation of the different amounts of RS I and of RS II can
be achieved by additional X-ray measurements on small thin
specimens (no RS I) and/or by mechanical methods (only RS I)
using for example the etching-deflection method.
-A linear regression of the D vs. sin2p results (p, Ap small,
sin2 p 0.9) may give useful values of RS, although there exists
no physical justification for that procedure.
-RS I, RS II and texture may have gradients with the depth from
the surface.
-The statements on the linearity of the D vs. sin2 p dependency,
on the existence of the amounts of RS I and of RS II including
their gradients should be verified very carefully by accurately
determining the absolute interplanar spacing in different depths
from the surface and on different peaks.
-The existence of tr3- or D0-gradients should be checked by
additional physical and mechanical methods.
-The results of measurement and evaluation on a cold rolled steel
strip demonstrate the recommended procedure.
-Further developments of the crystallite group method are
indicated.
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